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ExOfficio Give-N-Go Lacy Shelf Bra Camisole 

and Lacy Low Rise Bikini Brief in Lupine Fleur 

ExOfficio Give-N-Go Lacy Low Rise 

Bikini Brief in Isla Fleur 

Performance Travel Underwear Leader Refreshes and Expands Line 

ExOfficio adds fresh styles, prints and colors to the best-selling performance travel underwear collection. 

 
Seattle, WA (July 24, 2015) – ExOfficio®, the longtime leader in the 
performance travel underwear category, continues to expand the award-
winning, best-selling Give-N-Go® underwear line with new offerings for 
spring 2016. Utilizing design expertise uniquely focused on the needs of 
the traveler, the brand is offering fresh styles, prints, and colors built on 
the fundamental technology and features that deliver the most 
comfortable travel performance underwear available.  
 
“Being uncomfortable on a trip is particularly distressing,” said Jonny 
Mabanglo, underwear product line manager for ExOfficio. “Comfort 
begins with the first thing you put on, and one of the first things you 
pack—your underwear. You need to know it’s comfortable and will 
continue to be so all day long. We’ve designed ExOfficio underwear to 
give you that confidence with the added bonus of forgetting you’re even 
wearing it until the next time you see it again, upon which time you’re 
reminded that it’s really attractive too.” 
 
Performance properties of the ExOfficio Give-N-Go underwear line 
include breathability, wicking, quick-drying, durability, and comfort all at a 
light weight. Odor-reduction is achieved with SILVADUR anti-microbial 
treatment, which delivers silver ions to fabric surfaces and activates 
them in the presence of undesirable bacteria, also extending the life 
cycle of the garment. Fit, fabric, protection, and support features vary between the brand’s three main 
collections: women’s Give-N-Go Lacy; men’s and women’s Give-N-Go Sport Mesh; and men’s and 
women’s Give-N-Go Classic travel performance underwear. 
 
ExOfficio’s Give-N-Go updated underwear line for spring 2016 includes: 
 
ExOfficio® Give-N-Go®  Lacy™ Collection for Women 
Wherever her journey begins or ends, she still wants to feel a little flirty and sexy. From market to 
museum, dining to dancing, every day to extended trips, Give-N-Go Lacy underwear delivers 
technically sexy, irresistible style and comfort anywhere. Updated for 2016, the Lacy collection’s 
silhouettes feature a more fitted, comfortable and durable lace, embellishing the leg opening in addition 
to the waistband. New tonal nude and black options accommodate low-profile travel layering needs, 
while sea-inspired shades and mosaic prints like hot coral, isla, indigo and lupine fleur deliver on-trend 
color options. 
 
 
 
 

Give-N-Go Lacy Women’s Styles: 

 Thong ($22) 

 Low Rise Bikini Brief ($22-$24)  

 Bikini Brief ($24)  

 Full Cut Brief ($24) 

 Shelf Bra Camisole ($42-$44)  
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ExOfficio® Give-N-Go® Sport Mesh™ Collection 
For active travelers who need performance underwear for high-energy adventures, the lightweight 
diamond weave sport mesh is designed to move, yet stay where it should while breathing well and 
drying incredibly fast. The soft feel of the fabric is comfortable and won’t irritate after hours of activity.  
 
New to the women’s Sport Mesh collection for spring 2016 is the Boy Short silhouette, available in a 
two-inch and a four-inch inseam length. New tonal nude, white, and black options accommodate low-
profile travel layering needs, and contrast colors in beach-inspired tones offer some pop.   
 
 Give-N-Go Sport Mesh Women’s Styles: 

 Thong ($22) 

 Bikini Brief ($24) 

 Hipkini ($24)  

 2-inch Boy Short ($34) 

 4-inch Boy Short ($36) 

 Tank ($36) 

 
New to the best-selling men’s Sport Mesh collection for spring 2016 is a Sleeveless Crew. Two new 
colors are available across men’s sport mesh underwear styles: white (white with grey waistband and 
contrast stitching) and royal (blue with grey waistband and contrast stitching).  
  
 Give-N-Go Sport Mesh Men’s Styles:  

 Brief ($26) 

 3-inch Boxer Brief ($28) 

 6-inch Boxer Brief ($30) 

 9-inch Boxer Brief ($32) 

 Sleeveless Crew Shirt ($42) 

 Crew Shirt ($45) 

 Vee Shirt ($45) 

 

 
ExOfficio® Give-N-Go® Classic Collection 
ExOfficio’s original travel performance underwear designed for easy care on-the-road, stretches for the 
perfect comfortable fit, and is durable enough to take years of travel.  
 
In addition to foundational nude, white, and black colors, the Give-N-Go classic women’s styles offer a 
rich color palette of solids, bold stripes, and muted floral patterns. Men’s styles are updated with 
foundational colors in new hues like hemlock, riviera, and charcoal, and new prints are Eastern 
European-inspired patterns, mosaics, and argyles. A new men’s 3-inch inseam boxer brief is also 
added to the collection.  
 

ExOfficio Give-N-Go Sport Mesh 2-inch Boy Short 

in Black and Sport Mesh Hipkini in Isla 

ExOfficio Give-N-Go Sport Mesh Sleeveless Crew 

in Stop and Sport Mesh 3-inch Boxer Brief in Royal 
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 Give-N-Go Classic Women’s Styles 

 String Bikini ($18) 

 Bikini Brief  ($18-$20) 

 Full Cut Brief ($20) 

 Cross Over Bra ($26) 

 Tank ($30) 

 Shelf Bra Camisole ($38-$42) 

 

 Give-N-Go Classic Men’s Styles 

 Flyless Brief ($20) 

 Brief ($20) 

 3-inch Boxer Brief ($24-$28) 

 Boxer Brief ($26-$30) 

 Tee Shirt ($40) 

 Vee Shirt ($40) 

 

 
Items from the new ExOfficio spring 2016 collection will be shown in August 2015 at the Outdoor 
Retailer Summer Market in booth #12027 at the Salt Palace Convention Center. They will be available 
for purchase at retail stores and online in mid-February 2016. 
 
About ExOfficio® 
ExOfficio believes that the magic of travel, whether you seek different cultures, epic scenery or the thrill of the 
unknown, is a chance to create perspective and vitality by opening your mind to the wonders of the world. Since 
1987, ExOfficio has celebrated the traveler by crafting garments that allow one to experience the world 
unhindered. Intelligently designed products with tangible benefits—including the best-selling Give-N-Go

®
 

underwear collection and lightweight, wrinkle-free fabrics with bug, sun and water protection—are focused on one 
goal: comfortable performance. ExOfficio is sold internationally, online and in specialty outdoor and travel stores, 
including five of their own flagship stores in the U.S. For more information about ExOfficio, visit 
www.exofficio.com.   
 
About Jarden Corporation 
Jarden Corporation is a diversified, global consumer products company with a portfolio of over 120 trusted, 
authentic brands. Jarden’s record of strong financial performance and organic growth is supported by a focused 
operating culture coupled with value enhancing acquisitions and shareholder focused capital allocation. Jarden 
operates in three primary business segments through a number of well recognized brands, including: Branded 
Consumables: Ball®, Bee®, Bernardin®, Bicycle®, Billy Boy®, Crawford®, Diamond®, Envirocooler®, Fiona®, 
First Alert®, First Essentials®, Hoyle®, Kerr®, Lehigh®, Lifoam®, Lillo®, Loew Cornell®, Mapa®, Millefiori®, 
NUK®, Pine Mountain®, Quickie®, Spontex®, Tigex®, Yankee Candle® and YOU®; Outdoor Solutions: Abu 
Garcia®, AeroBed®, Berkley®, Campingaz® and Coleman®, Dalbello®, ExOfficio®, Fenwick®, Greys®, Gulp!®, 
Hardy®, Invicta®, K2®, Marker®, Marmot®, Mitchell®, PENN®, Rawlings®, Shakespeare®, Squadra®, 
Stearns®, Stren®, Trilene®, Völkl® and Zoot®; and Consumer Solutions: Bionaire®, Breville®, Cadence®, 
Crock-Pot®, FoodSaver®, Health o meter®, Holmes®, Mr. Coffee®, Oster®, Patton®, Rainbow®, Rival®, Seal-a-
Meal®, Sunbeam®, VillaWare® and White Mountain®.  Headquartered in Florida, Jarden ranks #348 on the 
Fortune 500 and has over 30,000 employees worldwide.  For further information about Jarden, please visit 
www.jarden.com. 
 

# # # 

ExOfficio Give-N-Go Bikini Brief in Deep Sea Stripe 

ExOfficio Give-N-Go 3-inch Boxer Brief in Hops/Argyle 
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